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MVP: Fenwick's Ran Ben-Tzur 

By Tom Zanki 

Law360 (September 9, 2022, 2:02 PM EDT) -- Fenwick & West LLP partner 
Ran Ben-Tzur steered several landmark public listings over the past year, 
from cybersecurity firm SentinelOne Inc.'s $1.2 billion initial public 
offering to social networking service NextDoor Holding Inc.'s go-public 
merger, earning him a spot as one of Law360's 2022 Capital Markets 
MVPs. 

HIS BIGGEST ACCOMPLISHMENT: 
The final six months of 2021 closed out a furious year for the IPO market 
in which droves of companies went public. Ben-Tzur led Fenwick teams 
that advised GitLab Inc. on its $801 million IPO and customer experience 
technology company UserTesting Inc.'s $140 million offering during 
October and November, respectively.  
 
"At a high level, the biggest accomplishment was less of an individual 
accomplishment and more of a team accomplishment," Ben-Tzur said. 
"We were able to maintain a high quality of service across essentially all 
the clients that we took public last year during what was a record-
breaking year." 
 
Additionally, Ben-Tzur helped guide capital raises for existing public 
companies, highlighted by Coinbase Global Inc.'s $2 billion convertible 
notes offering in September 2021, which came five months after the 
cryptocurrency exchange's direct listing. Ben-Tzur credited Fenwick's 
capital markets team with staying ahead of the frenzy without sacrificing 
quality.  
 
"It was a testament to our team, how they functioned to provide the 
highest level of services to our clients and think about ways to get in the 
trenches with them, help them throughout their very fast-paced processes," he said. 
 
HIS BIGGEST CHALLENGE: 
Amid the whirlwind of deals, Fenwick bolstered its legal team, which required Ben-Tzur and his 
colleagues to be nimble, he said. Among the additions were three partners to the New York office and a 
number of junior partners and associates, who pitched in on the multitude of transactions. 
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"And it wasn't just the client work," Ben-Tzur said. "It was also the work that we had to do internally to 
build up the team in order to support our clients. It made it a very challenging year but ultimately like a 
rewarding one. We came out of a very difficult period in terms of volume and with a much stronger 
capital markets team." 
 
WHY HE'S A CAPITAL MARKETS ATTORNEY: 
"The primary reason I am a capital markets attorney is I like the collaborative nature of the practice," 
Ben-Tzur said. 
 
Capital markets work, he added, stands out because all parties are on the same side, starting with the 
company that is raising money, joined by intermediaries including bankers, lawyers and accountants 
who are all eager to get the deal done. This setup creates a spirit of teamwork that Ben-Tzur said he 
enjoys. 
 
"We're ultimately helping our clients tell a story, not just to public company investors but also a whole 
host of other stakeholders, employees, customers, regulators, etc.," he said. "We're obviously a small 
piece of that storytelling puzzle, but I enjoy helping my clients go through that exercise. It helps us think 
through how to position their company. On a more personal side, I'm able to learn about my client's 
businesses at a much more deep level when I'm sitting with a management team during these drafting 
sessions when we draft an S-1 registration statement." 
 
WHAT MOTIVATES HIM: 
Ben-Tzur noted that capital markets work also provides a continuing education for attorneys, forcing 
them to become better acquainted with renowned companies.  
 
"[Fenwick] has afforded me the opportunity of working with the world's leading technology companies," 
he said. "Having Coinbase call us and ask us to work on their direct listing, for example, or SentinelOne 
and GitLab last year, which were high-profile enterprise software transactions. And many times these 
are products that I use on a personal basis, in my day-to-day life and being able to advise those 
companies on a seminal transaction in their corporate life cycle is fascinating." 
 
HIS ADVICE TO JUNIOR ATTORNEYS: 
Ben-Tzur urges younger attorneys to be inquisitive. By going beyond doing what they are told on a 
project, he said capital markets attorneys will become more versatile and attract more work. 
 
"Junior attorneys should always be looking [to] uplevel their skills on a transaction," he said. "For 
example, let's say you are working on an IPO and your primary task is doing diligence. On the next deal 
you work on, or on that deal, look for ways to uplevel yourself. Maybe that's asking senior attorneys [to 
help with] marking up the underwriting agreement, or negotiating the lockup, or drafting parts of the 
registration statement. Look for ways that you could do more than the basic tasks that you're assigned. 
You end up pushing yourself and gaining more experience, which makes you become a better attorney." 
 
OTHER NOTABLE DEALS HE'S WORKED ON: 
Apart from conventional IPOs, a record number of companies went public in 2021 through mergers with 
special-purpose acquisition companies, also called blank-check companies. The SPAC surge kept capital 
markers lawyers like Ben-Tzur on their toes, forcing them to help clients navigate an unorthodox path to 
public markets.   
 



 

 

"I enjoyed the Nextdoor SPAC transaction," Ben-Tzur said. "It was my first SPAC transaction ... I was 
learning a lot of those things on the fly. But that was a fun one. Nextdoor is a great company and a 
product that I and my family use in our neighborhood. Combining it with a transaction that I hadn't 
worked on before and learning the ins and outs of how to take a company public via a SPAC was 
interesting." 
 
— As told to Tom Zanki. 
 
Law360's MVPs of the Year are attorneys who have distinguished themselves from their peers over the 
past year through high-stakes litigation, record-breaking deals, and complex global matters. A team of 
Law360 editors selected the 2022 MVP winners after reviewing more than 900 submissions. 
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